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event 'TINA VERSUS HARPY' A Mass Entertainment announced today that their upcoming community event, 'Tina Versus Harpy' will run from March 6 to March 14. Players participating in this event will have a direct impact on the next character joining the Closers team. By designing a special in-game Tina or Harpy token element,
players will cast their vote as the unreleased Closers character they want to come out next: the sharpshooter-specialist Tina or the kinetic explosive card Harpy! Who should choose: gun expert Tina or Gambit-esque Harpy? You're in charge! To cast your vote during this community event, players use Wolf Dog Cookies to craft either a
Tina or a Harpy support box that is worth one vote. You can earn the materials to design Tina or Harpy support boxes in the following ways: stage clears, PvP winnings, and daily login rewards. In addition to voting tokens, players can also craft either an 8-Bit Tina or Harpy mask to show their support for their favorite character! Voting
closes Wednesday, March 14 at midnight UTC. The results of the community event will be revealed on March 15 and the chosen character will be available in the game on April 3! Closers is a multiplayer online action RPG (MOARPG) beat-em-up in which players take on the role of one of the Closers, a group of psychic teenagers chosen
by the world government to stop an alien invasion by conquering deadly monsters and closing interdimensional gates to thwart the invaders and their evil incursions. Fast, intensely and eye-catchingly beautifully, the game masterfully combines the frenetic action of old school arcade 2D beat 'em ups with the engaging combination
mechanics of fighting games and the vivid art style and drama of an episodic anime. Published by A Mass Entertainment, Closers is on Steam and on a Mass digital store. For more information about about visit the official website closers.enmasse.com and follow the evolution of the game on Facebook, Twitter and YouTube. Forum Home
› General discussion As for comments I see if x character is good right now or KR says x is high level but I see no sources, so unfortunately posting a clear on puri that it is not under test conditions (Different characters tackle the scene with the same gear, tunes, etc.) does not matter if anything it makes me think characters are not
balanced , and the tier meme list can be more of a real thing than a meme. Looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click on one of these buttons! Categories recent discussions Activity best of... Missed Reputation WoW Classic: Frostwolf Clan Reputation Guide Released Dec 09, 2019 By Camille Effylia Bouin The Frostwolf
Clan is a PvP Faction in the World of Warcraft Classic. We'll cover how you can boost your reputation with this faction and the rewards for each reputation level. Frostwolf Clan is a faction in the World of Warcraft Classic. Players can turn in quests to improve their reputation with this faction. Frostwolf Clan can be found south of Stahnbrad,
in the heart of the Alterac Mountains. Reputation in WoW Classic Exalted: Allows players to access specific interactions (typically buy mounts) Revered: Allows players to access additional quests and entries Honored: Allows players to receive a 10% discount from vendors Friendly: Start reputation for Allied Factions Neutral: Start
reputation for Fractions A short story... Frostwolf Clan is a orchestra faction that has made a home for itself in the Alterac Mountains, following their exile of Gul'dan after the First War. Despite being called by Thrall to join other Orc clans in Kalimdor, the Frostwolves decided to stay in their mountain home. Currently, the Frostwolf clan is
locked in a war against the dwarfs stormpike guard that aims to claim the Alterac Valley for the Alliance. Alterac Mountains Building Reputation with Frostwolf Clan In World of Warcraft Classic, there are several different ways to paint reputation points. Here are a few different ways you can build your reputation with Frostwolf Clan: Killing
Enemies NPCs Kill the Alliance Commander, Vanndar Stormpike: 389 Reputation Kill the Alliance Captain, Captain Balinda Stonehearth: 125 Reputation Kill the Alliance Summon, Ivus the Forest Lord: 125 Kill Reputation Alliance Commanders: 12 Kill Reputation Alliance Air Masters: 5 Reputation Kill Alliance Guards: 5 Reputation Kill : 1
Reputation Turn in Repeatable Quest records Stormpike Commander's Flesh, 5 Rep per point Stormpike Lieutenant's Flesh, 2 Rep per point Stormpike Soldier's Blood, 1 Rep per point Armor Scraps, 1 Rep per 20 entries Alterac Ram Hide, 2 Reps per point Alterac Ram, 1 Rep per point Frostwolf to Frostwolf 1 Rep Battleground Rewards
Vanndar Stormpike killed: 36 Reputation Captain Galvangar kept alive: 125 Reputation Enemy Bunker destroyed: 24 Reputation Enemy Commanders killed: 12 Reputation Towers controlled: 12 Reputation Graveyard controlled: 12 Reputation Mines controlled: 12 Reputation Complete Quests The Battle for Alterac Voggah Deathgrip 200
pts Hero of the Frostwolf Voggah Deathgrip 10 pts Alterac Valley Graveyards Corporal Teeka Bloodnsarl 100 pts Tower and Bunkers Corporal Teeka Bloodsnarl 100 pts Capture a Mine Sergeant Durgen Stormpike 100 pts For Great Honor Horde Brigadier General 200 pts The Frostwolf Clan also offer additional repeatable quests that
vary according to your reputation. Here are the different Insignia for each reputation, as well as the quest and reputation related to each of them. Frostwolf Insignia Rank 1 Proving Grounds None Frostwolf Insignia Rank 2 Rise and Be Recognized Friendly Frostwolf Insignia Rank 3 Honored Amongst the Clan Honoured Frostwolf Insignia
Rank 4 Earned Reverence Revered Frostwolf Insignia Rank 5 Legendary Heroes Exalted Frostwolf Insignia Rank 6 The Eye of Command Exalted Frostwolf Rewards Superior Healing Draught Superior Mana Draught Frostwolf Battle Tabard Alterac Heavy Runecloth Bandage Bottled Alterac Spring Water Major Healing Draught Major
Mana Draught Alterac Manna Biscuit Frostwolf Legionnaire's Cloak Frostwolf Advisor's Cloak Frostwolf Legionnaire's Pendant Frostwolf Advisor's Pendant Frostwolf Cloth Belt Frostwolf Leather Belt Frostwolf Mail Belt Frostwolf Plate Belt Ice Threaded Arrow Ice Threaded Bullet Frostwolf Battle Standard Glacial Blade Whiteout Staff
Frostbite Gnoll Skin Bandolier Harpy Hide Quiver Horn of the Frostwolf Howler Lei of the Lifegiver Therazane's Touch Tome of Arcane Domination Tome of Fiery Arcana Tome of Shadow Force Tome of the Ice Lord The Unstoppable Force The Immovable Object Don Julio's Band Don Rodrigo's Band The Lobotomizer We hope that this
guide will help get closer to the Frostwolf Clan! ขอมูลทั่วไป,ปกหมุดขอมูลในบอรด ๐ 0 Id søgeguider, downloade og installere spillet, 0 Grundlæggende spil oplysninger, 0 forskellige spil linjer, 0 grundlæggende kontrolsystemer, 0 grundlæggende kommandonøgler i spillet, 0 bærbare systemer, færdighedssystemer og dygtighed
opgraderinger, 0 quests, dungeons, og PVP๐ าอัพเ.ดตัวละคคลาส 2๐ facebook Group : . GuideJust a general guide covering Harpy's skills, leverage/tuning, combo examples and some PVP. Hope you enjoy and hope that this guide will give you a better understanding of playing Harpy.Also, big thanks to the other Harpy players who
borrow their knowledge and time to proofread this guide. If you have feedback or want to add something please feel free to contact me on Discord. Disagreement.
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